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LECTURE X 

Magnetism is a large and diverse subject with a long and interesting 
history. 

However, it is only one of several historically interesting and currently 
active fields that I have not covered yet in the lectures so far , and as I 
would like to finish this series in four more lectures, I am going to 
have to skip over some of the areas of magnetism and cover the others 
only briefly. 

I have in fact already discussed some topics in magnetism in earlier 
lectures, because they have had an important place in the overall 
development in the atomic and quantum-mechanical pictures of 
solids, but I would like to expand my discussion of them now to show 
their position in the overall development of magnetism as such. 

So, let's start out now with a quick look at some of the earlier steps in the 
growth of the understanding of magnetism. 

This transparency covers the period from early times up to the mid-19th 

century when acceptance of the atomic picture of matter began to be 
widespread. 

We see progress in the pre-atomic era, going back all the way to antiquity , 
when people discovered that the mineral magnetite, which we know is 
an iron oxide, had the property of attracting iron, and that rubbing a 
piece of iron with magnetite could give that piece of iron the property 
of attracting other pieces of iron. 

In following years came the discovery that a magnetized rod of iron could 
be used as a compass to detelmine what direction was north. 

As the centuries rolled by, many further facts about magnetism were 
discovered by various people, but the lore of these was very mixed 
with magical prescriptions and fairy tales. 

Finally, after the Renaissance, there began to be a community of scholars 
in Europe who were interested in isolating facts that could be 
demonstrated by observation or experiment, and in 1600 William 
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Gilbert compiled a treatise on magnetism (in Latin) that for the first 
time undertook a really critical filtering out of scientific facts. 

Over the next couple of centuries, a number of the physicists who have 
been remembered for their other work also made new discoveries 
about magnetism and magnetic materials. 

Important among these was Coulomb's enunciation, in 1785, of the inverse 
square law of attraction or repulsion between magnetic poles. 

The connection of magnetism with electricity was made in the 19th century, 
when Oersted in 1819 discovered that an electric current created a 
magnetic field and Faraday, in 1831-2 discovered that a current could 
be induced in a conducting loop by moving a magnet in respect to it. 

Some years later, having realized that bodies made of materials not 
ordinarily considered to be magnetic were nevertheless weakly but 
measurably attracted or repelled by magnets, Faraday published, 
around 1845, values that he had measured for what we now call 
paramagnetic or diamagnetic susceptibilities of many solids, liquids , 
and even gases. 

Another discovery, --made about this time, though I am not sure when or 
by whom--was that if one tried to change the magnetization of a 
ferromagnetic specimen by changing the magnitude or direction of a 
magnetic field to which it was exposed, the final magnetization would 
depend not merely on the field most recently used , but on the 
sequence of fields previously applied, the phenomenon, in other 
words, that now we call hysteresis. 

Now as time has advanced during the middle and later parts of the 19th 
century, more and more scientists began to think seriously about the 
picture of matter as made up of atoms and molecules , although , as 
those of you that heard my first lecture of this series may remember, 
the idea was still far from being universally accepted. 

The German Physicist Edward Weber, attached to the University in 
Gottingen, proposed in 1852 a model to account for the magnetic 
properties or solids , and of ferromagnetic materials in particular, by 
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assuming each molecule to be a magnet, the orientations of these 
magnets being determined, in the unmagnetised state, by forces of 
unknown origin inside the crystal varying randomly from one 
molecule site to another, but capable of being pulled into a new 
orientation by the action of an externally applied magnetic field. 

Notice that this was an attempt to use the simplest possible kind of 
molecular theory of magnetism to account for some of the most 
complicated and spectacular experimental facts, such as the properties 
of ferromagnetics. 

I say "simplest possible" because the individual magnetic molecules were 
presumed to respond independently to the applied magnetic field, 
without any account being taken of possible interactions between 
them. 

I've used green boxes, here and on the next transparencies, to identify 
theoretical work of this independent-molecule type and also 
experimental work that is clearly interpretable in terms of such 
models. 

But as we will soon see, no such model serves for real ferromagnets, 
though the independent-molecule models did however prove very 
effective in understanding paramagnetic materials. 

The first major step in this direction was the publication by Pierre Curie in 
1895 of detailed studies of the temperature and magnetic field 
dependence of the susceptibilities of many substances. 

With the rapid advance of knowledge about atomic constants that was 
taking place about the turn of the century, it became possible for 
Langevin in 1905 to put together a fairly definitive treatment of the 
statistical mechanics of a molecular magnet in a magnetic field at any 
given temperature, assuming, of course, that it obeyed classical 
mechanics. 

While all this was going on, new efforts were being made to understand the 
behavior of ferromagnetism taking account of the mutual interactions 
of different molecular magnets with each other. 
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I have put these in orange boxes. 

In 1890 the Scotch physicist Alfred Ewing did something clever that could 
perhaps classify either as an experiment or as theory, since what it 
really was an experimental study of a theoretical model. 

What he did was to assemble a large number of identical compass needles, 
pi vot each one so that it could rotate in a horizontal plane and arrange 
the set on a crystal lattice plane, also horizontal. 

With an aid of a large solenoid he could then place the entire system in an 
essentially uniform horizontal magnetic field. 

He made many observations that showed randomness, saturation, 
formation of domains, and hysteresis, and demonstrated that the 
model that had been proposed by Weber several decades earlier, with 
independent molecules, was unsatisfactory. 

As the new century came in, experimental data on ferromagnetic materials 
continued to grow, much of it contributed by a young French physicist 
Pierre Weiss who started in Paris and soon became the Director of 
physics at the Eidgenossische Technische Hochschule in Zurich. 

His idea was very fruitful, yet puzzling in that it contained a concept whose 
physical origin was very mysterious and remained so. 

The idea was that in any local region of a ferromagnetic material the 
orientation of each atomic or molecular magnet was determined not 
just by the applied external field, but by the sum of this and an 
effective "molecular field" proportional to the mean intensity of 
magnetization in the given region. 

U sing the ratio of the strength of the molecular field to the mean 
magnetization and the magnetic moment of an individual atom as 
adjustable constants, Weiss could easily calculate, by classical 
statistical mechanics, the temperature dependence of the 
magnetization and its saturation in high applied fields. 
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The results were in encouraging accord with observations, but only if the 
strength of the molecular field was taken to be orders of magnitude 
larger than the magnetic field exerted on an atom by its neighbors. 

This showed Ewing's model to be quite inadequate, but made the source of 
the molecular field a mystery that stimulated decades of fruitless 
speculation before the advent of mature quantum mechanics revealed 
the basic physical origin of a molecular field and opened the way for 
the construction of more detailed and accurate theories. 

A further mystery rose in the next few years, with the publication, first in 
Niels Bohr's thesis in 1911, and then in more detail, in that of the 
Dutch physicist Hendricka Johanna Van Leeuwen, of a very general 
theorem that no system of charged particles obeying classical 
mechanics and acted on by any forces derivable from a static potential 
energy function and by any static magnetic field can have, in thermal 
equilibrium, a non-zero magnetic moment if the forces confine it to a 
finite volume. 

The origin of magnetic moments in solids in solids thus remained a 
mystery until classical mechanics was replaced by quantum 
mechanics and the spin property of elementary particles, particularly 
of electrons, was discovered. 

A first step towards the latter discovery, but only a first step, was taken in 
1915, when still another indication of inadequacy of classical 
atomistic theories of ferromagnetism appeared in experiments 
measuring gyromagnetic effects. 

Two experiments, measuring different but related effects, were reported in 
1915 ..... J. ~t ". 

One, by the American physicist Samuel Barnett, measured the change in 
magnetization produced by rapidly changing the angular velocity of a 
rotating specimen; the other experiment, by Einstein and De Haas in 
Europe, measured the reverse effect, namely, the angular momentum 
delivered to a ferromagnetic specimen when its magnetization was 
changed by an applied field in the direction of the axis of rotation. 
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Except for one puzzling fact, both experiments seemed to confirm the 
popular expectation that the magnetic moment of a solid should be 
due to the currents created by orbiting electrons in its atoms, or 
possibly in-between them. 

Each such electron should contribute a moment equal to the product of its 
charge by its orbital frequency by the area of its orbit. 

But at the same time it should contribute an angular momentum equal to 
the product of the mass times the orbital frequency times the area of 
the orbit. 

Thus whatever the nature of the orbits, the ratio of the magnetic moment to 
the angular momentum should have the universal value elm, or elmc 
in more usual units. 

Since changes in the electronic orbital momentum can come about only 
through forces exerted on the electron by the crystal lattice, these 
changes will show up in a rotation of the crystal as a whole if it is 
pivoted. 

The puzzling fact was that in both experiments, the measured ratio was not 
elmc, but closer to 2e/mc. 

It took about a decade for the puzzle to be explained by the discovery that 
electrons have a spin angular momentum with a gyromagnetic ratio g 
double that of orbital motion. 

Well, this is almost all that I have to say on the efforts to understand 
magnetism in general, and ferromagnetism in particular, before the 
laws of quantum mechanics were properly formulated. 

What was accomplished in this period consisted in the steady accumulation 
of more detailed and more accurate experimental information, in 
parallel with great proliferation of theoretical analyses and 
speculations, which were tantalizing in their suggestion that a 
beautiful atomic picture might be just around the corner, but 
frustrating in that more and more inadequacies of classical mechanics 
and statistics on the atomic scale were being uncovered. 
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But before I switch over finally to the further developments in the quantum 
period, I should mention one last theoretical speculation that attracted 
a great deal of attention and stimulated a lot of activity, although in 
the end it turned to be without any foundation whatsoever. 

When Weiss studied the increasing volume of data on the saturated 
moments of different ferromagnetic materials, the data seemed to him 
to be bunched around integral multiples of a universal basic unit, or 
"magneton" , equal to a little more than a 5th of the quantity we now 
called the "Bohr magneton" , equal to efi /2mc. 

Although the experimental evidence for quantization of magnetic moments 
was based solely on rather arbitrary analyses of inaccurate 
experimental data, the basic idea had a good deal of appeal for many 
physicists who had just witnessed the verification , with growmg 
accuracy, of the idea of quantization of electrical charge. 

So although faith in the Weiss magneton disappeared quickly among the 
theorists, when the new quantum theory supplied a consistent picture 
of the origin of magnetism, a few die-hard experimentalists clung to 
the concept almost to the end of the 1930's. 

Now let's go into the 1920's, when even before the great clarifications in 
quantum theory of 1925, some early quantum rules had been 
discovered in atoms that impacted the understanding of magnetism. 

These were felt particularly in the study of paramagnetism of solids with 
well-separated magnetic atoms or ions in them, a field for which I will 
continue to use the same green boxes that I used on the preceding 
transparency. 

A few minutes ago I commented on the 1905 work of Langevin , who used 
classical statistical mechanics to calculate the distri bution of 
orientations of a magnetic dipole in thermal equilibrium in a constant 
magnetic field, and showed how the time average of the component of 
magnetization along the field would saturate as the field increased or 
as the temperature decreased. 

With development of the Bohr theory of atomic levels, it became clear that 
the component of magnetization of an atom in the direction of the 
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field would be quantized, so a new statistical weighting needed to be 
adopted to take account of this limitation. 

Several workers seemed to have realized this independently, and worked 
out the modified formula for average magnetic moment as a function 
of field and temperature to be substituted for the Langevin formula, 
Debye and Hund being among them as I have noted here. 

Brillouin also published the formula, and it is usually called the Brillouin 
function after him. 

The correctness of this function was made very clear by it's excellent 
agreement with measurements of the paramagnetism of hydrated 
gadolinium sulfate at Leiden by Woltjer and Kamerlingh Onnes in 
1923, before they knew about the corrected formula. 

Their measurements achieved about 95% saturation of the magnetization at 
a temperature of 1.3K. 

The deviation from the earlier Langevin formula, though only about 3% at 
the highest field used, was very clear, thanks to the accuracy of the 
experiment. 

Actually, the new quantum mechanics soon made possible a much more 
detailed coorespondence of theory and experiment on magnetic 
susceptibilities of crystals with isolated magnetic atoms in them. 

Much of the theory was worked out by John Van Vleck of Harvard, or 
"Van", as he was universally called. 

This work was nicely summarized in his book "Theory of Electric and 
Magnetic susceptibilities", published in 1932, and formed part of the 
basis for the award to him of the Nobel Prize in physics many years 
later. 

To quote a simple example of the correspondence of theory and 
experiment, I might mention an anomaly that arose among the many 
measurements made by BIas Cabrera and his group on the magnetic 
susceptibilities of diluted salts of rare-earth metals. 
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Ordinarily, the theoretical prediction was fairly simple to make. 

One would start by knowing the ground-state configuration of the trivalent 
rare-earth ion, as it had been determined by the spectroscopists , 
calculate the Zeeman splitting of the ground state in a magnetic field 
using the proper Lande g factor for this configuration, and use this in 
the Brillouin function for the magnetic moment. 

This approach gave good predictions of the field and temperature 
dependence of the magnetization for nearly all of the dilute rare-earth 
salts that had been measured. 

But the susceptibilities of samarium and europium salts departed strongly 
from the predictions of this type of theory. 

In a paper published in the same year as the principal experimental work, 
Van Vleck and Amelia Frank showed that the discrepancy was due to 
two or three effects neglected in the simpler theory. 

The simple theory I've just described is the one labeled 1 here. 

It should be all one needs if there are no excited states close enough to the 
ground state to be appreciably excited thermally or to appreciably 
perturb the ground state. 

But if there is appreciable thermal excitation of such states (states with J 
values different from the ground state} , then one must add to the 
magnetic moment a contribution from these, calculated in the same 
way as contribution 1. 

This is the contribution I have labeled 2. 

In samarium and europium, however, for which the 4f shell is nearly half 
full, the energy separation between the ground state (minimum 1) and 
the next higher state is not negligible compared with kT at room 
temperature, so this correction can be important. 

But there ' s a further correction that may sometimes be important. 
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So far we've only worried about the populations of the various Zeeman 
sub-levels, assuming their moments to be independent of the 
magnitude of the field H. 

But actually, if the magnetic-field term in the Hamiltonian has off-diagonal 
matrix elements between different levels J, J/, it will perturb the wave 
functions of these levels and thereby alter their magnetic moments, by 
amounts proportional to H and inversely to the level separation. 

This general effect, which of course is not limited to rare-earth atoms, is 
call "Van Vleck paramagnetism;" I have labeled it 3 here. 

Let me return now to the major problem that was left over from the pre
quantum era, namely, the source of the mysterious interaction which 
could align the spins of electrons on different atoms or in different 
places much more strongly than any possible magnetic field. 

The solution to the mystery turned out to follow straightforwardly from 
one of the fundamental features of quantum mechanics, namely, the 
exclusion principle. 

This was first pointed out explicitly for the case of the ferromagnetism in a 
paper by Heisenberg in 1928. 

Heisenberg's insight was stimulated by the nearly simultaneous work of 
Heitler and London on the binding of two hydrogen atoms into a 
hydrogen molecule, which you may remember we discussed in 
Lecture VII. 

Their procedure, as you know, was to take two moderately well-separated 
atoms and choose as an approximation to the electronic wave function 
of the molecule either a symmetric or an antisymmetric product of the 
free-atom wave functions with one electron on the one atom and the 
other electron on the other. 

Because the total wave function has to be antisymmetric with respect to 
permutation of coordinates and spins of the two electrons, the 
symmetrical two-electron orbital must correspond to the singlet state 
of the molecule, and the antisymmetric orbital to the triplet state. 
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They then calculated approximate energies for these two states by 
evaluating the expectation value of the Hamiltonian for each of them, 
obtaining energies respectively above and below the sum of two 
single-atom energies, the difference being proportional to a so-called 
"exchange integral" J. 

At interatomic separations of the order of that for the ground state of the 
molecule, the singlet state came out to be lower in energy than the 
triplet. 

However, it seemed as if when one tried to apply the same method of 
calculation to a molecule made of heavier atoms with say 1 electron 
outside a full shell, the sign of J might come out to be negative, so that 
the triplet state would be lower in energy than the singular. 

Indeed, it was known that the oxygen molecule, whose structure is even 
more complicated, has a triplet ground state. 

So Heisenberg found it very tempting to assume that the atoms of a 
ferromagnetic metal like iron would couple to their nearest neighbors 
in very much the way that one would predict from a Heitler-London 
type calculation with a negative J. 

Since the integrand in the integral for J consists entirely of electrostatic 
terms, the effective coupling of the spins of neighboring atoms is due, 
as I implied in my introductory statement a few minutes ago, to the 
effort of the system to minimize its electrostatic energy while always 
obeying the exclusion principle. 

Since electrostatic energies in atoms are generally very much larger than 
magnetic energies, the spin coupling is much stronger than magnetic 
interactions. 

This was a solid discovery, and explained why Weiss had found his 
empirical "molecular field" to be so large. 

But some of the details of Heisenberg's theory are now known to be 
unsound, notably his identification of the spin coupling J with a 
Heitler-London type integral over isolated-atom wave functions. 
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One detail, however, has turned out to be very broadly true and extremely 
useful, namely, that, in materials whose magnetic electrons occupy 
localized states, the leading term in the spin coupling of two atoms i 
and j is representable as - J Si-Sj, in an effective Hamiltonian acting in 
spin space. 

Now I am going to run rather hastily through the remaining orange boxes, 
which list some of the major developments, experimental and 
theorectial, in the understanding of ferromagnetism. 

First and foremost I should mention a an effect pointed out a year later by 
Bloch that can also produce an alignment of spins over large 
distances. 

Namely, if electrons in a Bloch band are treated in the Hartree-Fock 
approximation, the Coulomb interaction of electrons in any two Bloch 
orbitals 'Ilk and 'Ilk' will always be lower if their spins are parallel 
than if they are anti-parallel. 

As we discussed in detail in Lecture VIII, when the spins of the two 
electrons k and k'" are parallel, the many-body wave function must be 
anti symmetric in the coordinates of the two electrons occupying these 
orbitals, and therefore must vanish when their coordinates are the 
same. 

Since the wave functions are smooth on a scale of the order of the Fermi 
wavelength, this means that the probability of finding the electrons 
within a small distance on this scale of each other is going to be small 
compared with the probability of finding their separation to be larger. 

Thus, in the Hartree-Fock approximation at least, any distribution of 
electrons between singly and doubly occupied Bloch orbitals will 
have its lowest energy when all the spins in the singly-occupied 
orbitals are parallel. 

But we must remember that it costs energy to have any singly occupied 
orbitals at all, since the one-electron terms in the energy are 
minimized when, for N electrons, the N/2 orbitals with the lowest 
one-electron energies are all doubly occupied. 
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So the ground state will have a non-zero spin if and only if minimizing the 
electron-electron interaction energy turns out to be more important 
than minimizing the one-electron energy. 

Bloch showed that in the Hartree-Fock approximation this would occur for 
a free-electron gas at a density slightly lower than the minimum 
density in common metals. 

But in the following decades, it became more and more clear, as 
understanding of correlation energy improved, that the Hartree-Fock 
approximation was too favorable to high-spin states. 

So for a number of decades different theorists held widely different views 
regarding the details of the origin of ferromagnetism, although 
everyone now agreed that the basic cause had to do with the way in 
which the exclusion principle influenced the spin dependence of the 
competition between kinetic energy and electrostatic energy. 

For insulating ferromagnetics, there was pretty general agreement that the 
magnetic moment arose from localized electronic states that were 
coupled to each other by something like the Heisenberg interatomic J, 
though often involving intermediate atoms such as oxygen without 
magnetic moments, as invoked in the theory of superexchange which 
we discussed in Lecture VII. 

But the ferromagnetism of metals was much more in dispute. 

While the f electrons of the rare-earth metals were generally considered to 
be localized and to interact by a mechanism that involved polarization 
of conduction electrons, some workers believed that the magnetism of 
iron-group metals came from differing occupation numbers for up-and 
down-spin electrons in conduction band states, while others felt that 
the magnetic electrons should be considered as localized, and taking 
no part in conduction. 

I remember once, in the early 1950's, seeing a referee's report on a paper 
written by a theorist of the first type, in which the referee, obviously 
one of the second type, dismissed the paper with words like "nobody 
nowadays still believes that magnetic electrons can be itinerant" . 
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But in later years, band structure and Fermi surface measurements have 
shown that in iron-group elements, the volumes of up-and down-spin 
Fermi surfaces are indeed sufficiently different to account for their 
magnetization. 

Actually, when in the course of time people explored coupling of magnetic 
atoms in very diverse materials, they proposed more complicated 
types of exchange coupling intermediate atoms, intermediate 
conduction electrons, population changes in atomic shells, etc. 

Some of you may remember my discussing some of these in Lecture VII, 
and also my discussion in Lecture VIII of the importance of 
correlation energy for the effective exchange between conduction 
electrons. 

To continue the story from the early years, however, I should mention 
another important contribution by Bloch, which he derived from the 
Heisenberg model. 

Namely, he described the low-lying excited states of an assembly of 
localized spins with Heisenberg coupling. 

If the ground state had all the spins parallel, then it would be natural to try 
to construct excited states out of the many states with just one of the 
spins reversed. 

He showed that the Heisenberg Hamiltonian would have matrix elements 
between any state with the reverse spin on a given atom and any of the 
several states with the spin reversed instead on a neighboring atom. 

By taking linear combinations of these states, he could construct a state 
with any given wave vector in the presumed crystalline arrangement 
and that these linear combination states would be eigenstates with the 
physical nature of a reversed spin traveling as a wave through the 
crystal. 

Moreover, it is not hard to show, as Landau and Lifshitz did in 1935, that 
modest macroscopic distortions of the magnetization direction in 
ferromagmetic materials can propagate as wave motions. 
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The spin waves of Bloch that I have just described are simply the single
quantum excitations of such waves, the relation being simply 
analogous to the well-known relation of phonon modes to 
macroscopic sound waves. 

However, in contrast to the acoustic case, the magnetization does not 
simply tilt back and forth as the wave progresses, but revolves around 
a narrow cone of directions, because its association with angular 
momentum, which we discussed a few minutes ago, causes it to 
respond like a gyroscope. 

Landau and Lifshitz derived an equation to calculate the time development 
of an initially arbitrary distribution of the magnetization M in a 
ferromagnet. 

To vCr 5q,.. 
introduce the most important of the physical ideas they used, it ' s 
helpful to start by considering a simple sinusoidal standing wave. 

Here I've marked with dots a set of equally spaced points in a line parallel 
to the wave vector of the wave, and attached to each of these points a 
green vector representing the magnetization at that point, at a given 
instant of time. 

In the top diagram I've tried to show how these vectors would look to an 
observer in three dimensions, who looks at them from the side and a 
little above. 

The diagram beneath it shows how the same set of vectors would look to 
an observer looking down on them from above. 

This is a convenient view, because it will turn out that each magnetization 
vector M describes a circular cone on the course of time, so that the 
ends of the vectors describe the purple circles. 

The physical cause of this motion is shown in this diagram here. 

If for simplicity we assume an atomic model of magnetism and look (again 
from above) at the M vectors of a central atom (the green one) and of 
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its neighbors on either side of the orange ones), the average of the 
latter will end at this point x, which lies slightly inside the circle. 

Since the moments of neighboring atoms in a ferromagnet try to make 
themselves parallel, the neighbors of the central atom will exert a 
torque T on the green M vector, trying to twist it toward the x. 

But since M responds like a gyroscope, its motion will not be toward x, but 
to the right, as shown over here, since the angular momentum is in the 
direction of -M as written here . 

. In the top diagrams, all the M vectors perform the same type of motion, 
with spatially varying phases. 

The speed of the motion is proportional to the magnitude of the torque T, 
which I haven't written down, but which at small amplitudes is 
proportional to the separation of this x point from the end of the green 
arrow, and hence to the second derivative of M with respect to 
distance along the direction of the wave vector. 

What Landau and Lifshitz did was just to make an obvious generalization 
of this reasoning to get an equation for the time rate of change of M 
starting from an arbitrary spatial non-uniformity. 

If the absolute value of M is constant, this will be simply a gyroscopic 
response to the sum of all the different torques acting on the M at each 
point. 

These can arise from whatever magnetic field is present, from anisotropy 
forces, from the second spatial derivatives of M, or from damping 
forces. 

Now I'd like to switch to a rather different subject that was also treated by 
Landau and Lifshitz in their same paper of 1935 that we've just been 
talking about. 

In discussing the early history, I made brief mention of the fact that unless 
they are saturated by a strong magnetic field, ferromagnetic materials 
normally break up into domains whose magnetization varies greatly in 
direction between one domain and the next. 
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Knowledge about the sizes and behavior of these domains had been 
accumulating decade after decade, and it was known, for example, 
that domains were often much smaller than the size of crystal grains, 
and that when a magnetic field was increased, the favorably oriented 
domains could swallow the unfavorably oriented ones, often quite 
abruptly. 

By the nineteen thirties, experimental studies of domains were becoming 
more sophisticated so that opportunities for contact with atomistic 
theory became more frequent. 

I've mentioned down here a couple of examples, both from the year 1931. 

One was the technique, introduced by Francis Bitter of MIT, of using fine 
ferromagnetic powders to make visible the lines on the surface of a 
ferromagnet ic crystal where domain boundaries intersected the 
surface. 

The other was the study by Sixtus and Tonks at General Electric, of the 
dynamics of the rapid motion of domain boundaries in stressed nickel 
wrre. 

To get back now to Landau and Lifshitz, what they pointed out was that 
because of the long-range nature of magnetic forces, the ground state 
of a sizeable magnetic crystal, in the absence of an externally imposed 
f ield, would not be the state of uniform magnetization, which would 
indeed, as we have been discussing, minimize the exchange energy 
alone. 

But a uniformly magnetized crystal would generate a sizeable magnetic 
field, extending through it and to some distance outside it, and this 
magnetic field would have a sizeable positive energy. 

As you can see from this picture, the magnetic field produced by the 
uniformly magnetized specimen is large throughout a vol ume of the 
same order as the volume of the specimen itself, at least for the shape 
I have chosen, whereas if the specimen is broken up into a large 
number of oppositely magnetized domains each much smaller than 
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itself, the volume in which the magnetic field is large is enormously 
reduced. 

Of course, there is a price to be paid for this reduction in magnetic energy, 
since the walls separating adjacent domains, which I have just shown 
as lines on this picture here, must on the atomic scale be regions in 
which the magnetization changes relatively gradually from one 
domain to the other throughout the thickness of the wall, and in this 
wall region there will be a gradient of the orientation of the 
magnetization, which will give a positive contribution to the exchange 
energy density proportional to the square of the gradient, as I showed 
a minute ago. 

As had been shown by Bloch some years ago, the optimum thickness for a 
domain wall represents a compromise between the cost in exchange 
energy and the cost in anisotropy energy, since in the wall the 
magnetization has to depart from the direction giving optimum 
anisotropy energy. 

Landau and Lifshitz also showed how to calculate the size of the domains 
optimizing the energy for any given macroscopic geometry. 

They gave a tremendous boost to the understanding of domain occurrence 
and the associated properties of domains and to the science developed 
in later years, which has come to be called micromagnetics, that is, the 
static and dynamic behavior of magnetization in magnetic particles 
whose sizes are of the order of domain dimensions. 

Progress in this field was also greatly helped by a variety of experimental 
advances such as new methods of measuring domain sizes and 
configurations, and the tremendous postwar improvements in growing 
perfect crystals. 

In the late thirties a new area of magnetism was being born at the atomic 
end of things. 

You remember we've just had a brief discussion of the Heisenberg theory 
of ferromagnetism. 
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~ This was based on the Heider-London and other theories of the coupling of 
spins of neighboring atoms. 

According to such theories, the coupling can favor either parallel or 
antipara1lel spin alignments, and in fact antiparallel ones seem to be 
likely to occur more often. 

Although some experimentalists speculated on possible effects of 
antiparallel couplings on such things as susceptibility-temperature 
curves, their early arguments were unconvincing. 

However, in 1936, Louis Neel, who in that year succeeded Weiss as 
chairman of the department at Strasbourg, put together some of his 
earlier speculations into a forceful paper. In it he proposed that if 
atoms of a single kind with spins that liked to be antipara1lel to their 
neighbors, were placed on a crystal lattice that could be divided into 
two equal sub-lattices, each one of which had neighbors only of the 
other sub-lattice, then the lowest-energy state would be one in which 
the one sub-lattice was occupied by atoms with up spins and the other 

~ sub-lattice by atoms with down spins. 

If, as often occurs, the two sublattices are identical in structure, and merely 
shifted in position relative to each other, the net magnetization of the 
crystal will be zero. 

For such a material Neel predicted that there would be a sharp transition at 
a certain temperature, above which the occupations of up and down 
spins on each lattice would become statistically the same, although 
with some degree of local order. 

His prediction for the temperature variation of the magnetic susceptibility 
of such a material was verified experimentally a couple of years later 
by Bizette, Squire, and Tsai, also at Strasbourg, on MnO. 

The term "antiferromagnetism, introduced at about this time by Francis 
Bitter, of MIT, soon came into wide use. 

And of course with the advent of neutron diffraction a little over a decade 
later, the predicted periodic orientation of magnetic moments was 
verified and became an active field of study. 
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Some general features of antiferromagnetic crystals were of course 
recognized very early theoretically, and soon experimentally verified. 

One is a strong anisotropy of the magnetic susceptibility, due to the fact 
that tilting the atomic magnetization vectors through a gi ven angle can 
only change the magnetization component parallel to these vectors by 
an amount of the second order in the angle of tilt, whereas the 
magnetization component normal to these vectors can be changed by 
an amount of the first order in the angles of tilt if the tilts are both in 
the same direction . 

Thus , the susceptibility will be much larger in the perpendicular direction. 

Another striking effect can occur at high magnetic fields. 

The directions of the spins in the normal state of antiferromagnetics, like 
those in ferromagnetics, are determined by anisotropy forces that 
originate from spin-orbit interaction. 

Now, as I said just a minute ago, if a weak magnetic field is applied 
parallel to the orientation of the spins , they will merely change their 
zero point oscillations slightly, with little change in their average 
orientation. 

But if the magnetic field is strong enough, it will be energetically 
advantageous for the spins to undergo a large reorientation so that 
they are nearly perpendicular to the applied field, but both tilted 
somewhat into the field, while remaining almost anti parallel to each 
other, thereby lowering their exchange energy. 

This sudden reorientation is called the "spin-flop" transition. 

Now let 's continue, still with the brown boxes , to look at some 
developments in the post-war years that were at least closely related to 
antiferromagnetism. 

The year 1948 saw another important contribution by Nee!. 
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~ He simply pointed out that for suitably structured crystals it would often be 
possible for near neighbor interatomic exchange interactions that 
always favored antiparallel spin alignments to cause macroscopic 
ferromagnetism. 

This is because there can be quite a variety of situations where a crystal has 
two sublattices of magnetic atoms, mutually nearest neighbors - I 
mean nearest magnetic neighbors. 

Suppose that we have two such sublattices, "A sites" and "B sites," and 
suppose that the exchange interactions between nearest neighbors 
always make antiparallel orientation of their spins energetically 
favorable. 

Let's list several possibilities, noting that in all cases the ground state will 
have all the A spins pointing in one direction and all the B spins 
pointing opposite. 

If the atoms on the A and B sites are all alike and the concentrations of A 
~ and B sites are the same, the total magnetic moment will be zero and 

the crystal will be an antiferromagnet. 

If the B atoms have a different distribution of moments from the A atoms, 
the totals of B moments and A moments will be different, so the 
crystal will be a ferromagnet with a ground-state moment equal to the 
difference. 

Even if the B and A atoms have identical moments, the crystal structure 
may be such that the densities of B and A sites are not the same, while 
the mutual nearest-neighbor postulate, still holds; a ferromagnetic 
moment will again result. 

Neel gave the name "ferrimagnetism," with an "i" instead of an "0," as I 
have written here, to the production of a ferromagnetic moment by 
mechanisms of these types. 

It has turned out that this occurs for many nonmetallic compounds of iron
group metals. 

Now let me return for a moment to simple antiferromagnets. 
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So far, we've discussed a number of their ground-state properties, 
especially the low-lying ones. "'i~e tli~ 8tJiR 'N8V88 gf B19GR iR
fl.! li8~RM8 • 

., ",i gtlof ",.r~ Ike" J.fe .... e~4~.';t.\' ,fIfl",t'Or-, .,........", .. « G~., afilt« ,,,,,n 
waye, 01 ,'.cJ-J" ,'4 .,-ro,.,.,;eRfJ'fdf t. • • ' 

It was obvious, of course, that It some spIns were tIlted relatIve to theIr 
neighbors the spins would feel torques and respond gyroscopically. 

But in contrast to the ferromagnetic case, the response would be such as to 
change the angles between the spins, and thus complicate the 
calculation of normal modes and their frequencies. 

Finally in 1952, Phil Anderson published the necessary calculation. 

With neglect of anisotropy the frequency of antiferromagnons in a three
dimensional crystal turns out to be proportional to the wave vector at 
small wave vectors, instead of the wave vector squared as for 
ferromagnets, and the zerot\>int amplitude is much larger, reducing 
the exchange energy by about 10% for a spin 1/2 simple cubic lattice. 

Now, all the work that I have been discussing so far on antiferromagnetics 
had pictured them as lattices of spins localized on atoms or ions 
clearly distinguishable from one another. 

This was, and still is, a natural picture to use for magnetic crystals that are 
insulators. 

It may also seem reasonable for metallic rare earths, whose magnetic 
moments are in the f shells that are tightly bound and take no part in 
conduction. 

But for the d shell transition metals it becomes questionable since these 
shells form bands that are only partially filled and have to be treated 
as conduction bands. 

a~,.r;.4,,'.J 
Also, prior to the early 1950s, there was little Mt tunttal evidence for 

antiferromagnetism in metals: neutron diffraction was still in its 
infancy, and single crystals suitable for measurement of magnetic 
anisotropy were still hard to come by. 
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But it was certainly not unreasonable to speculate that metals could be 
antiferromagnetic, and indeed, in 1951 John Slater, at MIT, suggested 
that the solution of the Hartree-Fock equations for the wave function 
of the conduction-electron system could become unstable with respect 
to an oscillatory dependence of the total spin density on position. 

For if such an oscillation is present, the effective exchange potential will 
be different for the two spins, attracting electrons of each spin 
orientation into regions where the density of that same kind of spin 
orientation is highest. 

If this effect is strong enough there will be an instability. 

While the effects of correlation energy might mitigate it, the phenomenon 
might well still exist. 

The concept was developed in greater detail some years later by Albert 
Overhauser, using what knowledge he had about exchange and 
correlation effects. 

He showed that small instabilities of this sort would be most likely to occur 
with a wave vector corresponding to a favorable diameter of the Fermi 
surface, a vector smaller than the vectors of the reciprocal lattice close 
to its direction and ordinarily incommensurate with them. 

With increasing amplitude of such a "spin-density wave," its wave vector 
could change, and might eventually lock into a reciprocal lattice 
vector. 

Simultaneous presence of two or more such with opposite wave vectors 
could then produce an overall spin distribution similar to that of an 
atomic antiferromagnet. 

A few years later, refinement of the theory and of neutron diffraction 
experiments gave convincing support to Overhauser's speculation of a 
spin-density wave in chromium . 

.. 

U sing the best available estimates of the band structure of chromium, Mick 
Lomer in England and Al Overhauser in the United States, working 
independently, found that the wave vector which brought one flattish 
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portion of the Fermi surface into near-coincidence with another 
flattish portion agreed reasonably with the wave vector of the roughly 
sinusoidal distribution of spin density as found in the neutron 
diffraction experiments, a vector in the [100] crystal direction. 

The amplitude of the spin variation was, not surprisingly, fairly small, only 
about four tenths of a spin per atom. 

Many other examples have of course been found since. 

Now let me change the subject and say a few words about some new 
effects that were discovered as a result of the availability of excellent 
sources of high frequency electromagnetic waves in the immediate 
post war years. 

Back in lecture VIII, I said a few things about how much useful knowledge 
about impurity levels and localized states was obtained by microwave 
paramagnetic resonance and apologized for not being able to say more 
about this interesting and versatile phenomenon. 

I'm going to do the same here with ferromagnetic resonance, a field whose 
history began with some interesting but initially puzzling 
measurements by Griffiths in England in 1946. 

Using plane samples of iron, cobalt, or nickel , as one wall of a microwave 
cavity, Griffiths found sharp resonances, but their frequencies were 
much higher than would be predicted for electron spins in a magnetic 
field of the strength that had been applied. 

Charles Kittel, then working at MIT, soon gave a simple explanation which 
I show here. 

The magnetic field to which the magnetization M is exposed, as it 
precesses , is not simply the applied field, but the sum of this and the 
demagnetizing field produced inside the specimen by the 
magnetization M. 

This latter field is of course dependent on the shape of the specimen, and 
also varies as the direction of M varies in the precession. 
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For a spherical sample, the demagnetizing field is always directed exactly 
opposite to M, so exerts no torque on it so that the equation of motion 
is just dMIdt= the magnetomechanical ratio y times the cross product 
of M with applied field, as written here, and the precession frequency 
(0 is just y times this field. 

For other shapes, one must write a more complicated equation, as I have 
done here, by adding to the applied field a demagnetizing field Hself 

which is in general a function of the time-varying magnetization 
vector M. 

To take a non-trivial example, I show how this works out for a simple 
common geometry, which is the one actually used in Griffiths' first 
experiment. 

The magnetic metal is a flat film bounded by the parallel black lines, the 
static field, parallel to this field, is shown as the green arrow, and the 
equilibrium magnetization in the absence of a stimulating microwave 
field, is shown as the red arrow. 

This oscillating field, in the vertical direction, though it may under exact 
resonance be too weak to be visible in a crude drawing of this sort, 
can cause the vector M to precess around an elliptical cone, which I 
have shown in side view here. 

When the direction of M lies above or below a horizontal plane, it will 
create effective magnetic poles on the top and bottom surfaces of the 
specimen, and these will product an Hself of magnitude 4 :n: times the 
vertical component My of M, as shown down here. 

The bottom three diagrams show this for three successive positions of the 
precessing vector. 

Inserting this for Hself into the equation of motion up here, and taking the 
small-amplitude limit, one gets a pair of simultaneous equations for 
Mx and My which yield the angular frequency shown here, which is 

equivalent to the statement that the effective field for the 
determination of the frequency is simply the geometric mean of the H 
and B fields inside the specimen. 
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As Kittel showed in his second paper, this prediction ~rees nicely with the 
experiments of Griffiths at different fields and1lTlater measurements 
of Bell Laboratory's experimentalists on the iron-nickel alloy 
supermalloy. 

Kittel also noted that if the local energy of the crystal depends on the 
orientation of M, the equation of motion should contain a term in the 
effective anisotropy field, which can be appreciable especially at low 
applied magnetic fields. 

Further details, some of which he mentioned, have been studied 
experimentally and theoretically in the subsequent literature, but I 
won't have time to discuss them. 

Let me pass rather now to some other types of resonance phenomena, 
which proliferated in the post-war years, largely again because of the 
development of high-frequency techniques during the war. 

One phenomenon, observable at relatively low frequencies, was of course 
nuclear magnetic resonance, discovered independently by Purcell, 
Torrey, and Pound, at Harvard, and by Bloch, Hansen, and Packard, at 
Stanford, in 1946. 

This resonance, which I'll call NMR for short, at once proved very useful 
in locating and identifying different species of nuclei and even 
identifyingtbeir chemical environment by the small frequency shifts 
produced by the field-induced polarization of electrons near the 
nuclei. 

But I'll skip talking about this and say a few words about some more 
spectacular effects that were observed a few years later in the NMR of 
ferro- and antiferromagnetics. 

Fairly easy to measure, of course, were the resonances of nuclei of 
nonmagnetic atoms in antiferromagnetic compounds, whose 
frequencies might be only moderately shifted by the spin polarizations 
of their magnetic neighbors. 
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An important measurement of this type was made in 1952 on protons in 
hydrated copper chloride by Poulis and Hardeman at Leiden. 

These authors not only found the magnetic field at the proton to consist, as 
expected, of a sum of the adjustable applied field and the initially 
nearly constant built-in field, but also observed, for the first time, the 
spin-flop transition in the built-in field when the applied field reached 
the critical value. 

Several more years went by before NMR of the magnetic atoms 
responsible for an antiferromagnetic structure was observed. 

Such a resonance typically requires a much higher frequency than those of 
nuclei of nonmagnetic atoms, because the intra-atomic magnetic fields 
due to the unfilled electronic shells and partially polarized core 
electrons are usually much larger than commonly applied external 
fields. 

The first observation of a resonance of this type seems to be that made in 

1959 by Vince J accarino on 59 Co in CoF 2 single crystal, and yielded 
a multitude of lines affected by hyperfine coupling, nuclear quadru~e 
interactions, modification of polarization of Co by the applied field, 
etc. 

The field of NMR in antiferromagnets, now well started, continued to 
expand, but NMR in ferromagnetics, which now got started, proved to 
be even more exciting. 

The first such measurement was made in 1959 by Gossard and Portis, at 

Berkeley, on 59 Co in face centered cubic cobalt, finely powdered to 
allow a sufficient amount of metal to be within the skin depth. 

Despite the sizeable damping and the limited skin depth, the signal 
intensity was very large, because the oscillating field felt by the Co 
nucleus was not just the externally applied field, but arose mainly 
from the oscillations in the internal field due to the oscillations in the 
orientation of the atomic moment. 
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Many things could be learned about the atomic magnetism and the role of 
domains by studying the data, including the effect of a dc magnetic 
fielrl'"providing an initial alignment for the magnetization in each 

."-
gram. 

Well this is about all I have time to say about NMR in magnetic materials, 
but before leaving the general area of resonances I should mention 
one final type of magnetic resonance, which is a little less commonly 
measured, but which has an intriguing nature, namely, 
antiferromagnetic resonance. 

Some preliminary efforts to observe such a resonance had been 
unsuccessful, and in 1951, Kittel published a brief semi-classical 
theory that showed that these efforts had been simply conducted at too 
low a frequency. 

Keffer and Kittel soon published a more detailed theoretical analysis, and 
in the succeeding years experimentalists renewed their efforts, though 
at first without being able to reproduce conditions necessary for a 

r' good test of the theory. 

Finally, in 1956, Johnson and Nethercot, at Columbia University, made 
accurate measurements of antiferromagnetic resonance on a single 
crystal of M nF2, a material for which measurements could be made 
over a range of temperatures below the Neel temperature and for 
which auxiliary measurements could easily be made. 

The results were in excellent agreement with the theory as regards 
temperature variation, crystal symmetry, anisotropy constant, and g 
factor, though there was a modest unexplained discrepancy with 
neutron-scattering measurements of the sublattice magnetization. 

Now I have to say something about the blue boxes on this transparency. 

These have to do with a couple of phenomena that don't exactly belong to 
the field of magnetism, if that is interpreted to mean macroscopic 
magnetic phenomena, but that do involve magnetic effects that take 
place on an atomic scale, usually in connection with impurity atoms. 
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One of these is the Mossbauer effect which can be used to study magnetic 
fields and electrical potentials at isolated atoms in solids. 

As you may know, this effect, discovered by Rudolf Moss!?~~r of the 
Technische Hochschule in Munich in the late 1950's,~:~xtremely 
accurate gamma ray spectroscopy. 

When a gamma ray quantum is emitted or absorbed by a nucleus in a 
crystal, its momentum is subtracted or added to the nucleus, and 
quickly shared with other atoms. 

So the energy of the gamma ray can differ from the ideal value it would 
have if the nucleus were somehow held stationary. 

But Mossbauer called attention to the fact that besides observing this 
phonon-broadened line one can also clearly see the unbroadened 
"ideal" line, thanks to the fact that there is an appreciable finite 
probability for all the momentum of the crystal to be concentrated on 
the rigid-motion mode. 

The ground and excited levels of a given nucleus can have slightly 
different energies in different crystal environments especially in a 
magnetic field if the nucleus has a finite magnetic moment, and if the 
electrons in its atom have a spontaneous moment or are polarized by 
an external field. 

So ever since Mossbauer's discovery many experimentalists have been 
measuring magnetic fields and other properties at nuclear locations in 
crystals. 

The setup of these experiments, which I won't take the tim~ to explain, 
involves radioactive transformation, gamma ray counting, and back
and-forth relative motion of source and test crystals to produce 
Doppler shifts. 

But it has worked very well. 

I'll pass now to the other blue boxes, which concern effects that are 
observed in metals containing magnetic impurities, that is, impurity 
atoms or ions that seem to have a finite spin and magnetic moment 
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that can be oriented independently of the conduction electrons of the 
host. 

A natural first question to ask is: "When is this possible, and what is the 
relation of the atomic moment to the many-body wave function of the 
metal as a whole? 

If the spin and magnetic moment arise from an unfilled shell of electrons, 
whose orbitals, like those of f shells of rare-earth metals, lie well 
inside those of the valence electrons, it is quite plausible to assume 
that they are not much affected by the conduction-band electrons and 
so can be treated independently. 

But if an impurity is a transition metal with an unfilled d shell, the situation 
is very different, since these d electrons often take part in valence 
bonding, and in transition-metal crystals they playa major role in the 
conduction bands. 

The problem is to devise a theory with enough simplifications to allow 
calculations to be carried out, yet sufficient realism to give useful 
physical insights. 

Among efforts to do this, an early model by Phil Anderson in 1961 has 
been the one most used by other workers since. 

While I don't have time to go into the details of his argument, I hope I can 
give you an idea of the physics involved by stating the assumptions he 
made to describe a crude but simple model, and then to state some 
properties that he deduced for this model and argued should be very 
similar to properties for many real alloys. 

In the simplest version of his model, he considered a system consisting 
only of a single impurity atom in an otherwise perfect crystal, the 
atom having a single valence orbital of a diameter overlapping 
moderately with those of the conduction electrons of the host. 

Occupation of this orbital by a single electron would, he assumed, give the 
impurity atom a total charge of +e and a spin of one half, which could 
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point either up or down and contribute an orbital energy Sj to the total 
energy. 

Occupation by two electrons would give a charge of zero and a spin of 
zero, and contribute an energy 2sj + U, where U is the interaction 
energy of the two electrons. 

Energy-conserving transitions between the localized orbital and the 
conduction-band states were assumed to occur by action of a hopping 
matrix element of mean magnitude V between all such pairs .. 

The Hamiltonian for the entire system he thus assumed to contain four 
parameters, the density of states in the Fermi sea, and the three 
energies (Sj - SF), U, and V. 

Anderson elected to determine the approximate wave function by solving 
the Hartree-Fock equations for the system. 

For some values of the ratios of parameters the Hartree-Fock ground state 
turned out to be nondegenerate, with equal probability amplitudes for 
the impurity orbital to be filled with a down-spin electron or an up
spin electron. 

It would therefore show no first-order moment in an applied magnetic 
field, give no Curie term in the susceptibility, and so could properly 
be called "nonmagnetic." 

In a different range of parameter ratios, however, the Hartree-Fock ground 
state turned out to be twofold degenerate, each of the two states 
having unequal probability amplitudes for up and down spin in the 
impurity orbital, one with up spin favored and the other with down 
spin favored. 

The energies of these would of course be separated by a first-order amount 
when a magnetic field was applied, and so the state of the impurity 
might properly be called "magnetic." 
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The diagram at the lower left shows the way in which the two-dimensional 
space of parameter ratios separates into regions giving magnetic and 
nonmagnetic ground states. 

The orange region is magnetic, the green region nonmagnetic. 

The vertical coordinate is the ratio of the difference between the 
non interacting impurity orbital energy and the Fermi energy, divided 
by the correlation energy U, while the horizontal coordinate is the 
ratio, (to the same U) of Jt times the half-width f1 of the impurity 
level after it has been broadened by the scattering interaction V with 
the conduction-band electrons. 

As one passes from the nonmagnetic green to the magnetic orange area, the 
energy separation of the two ground states, or equivalently the 
average spin on the impurity in either of them, increases gradually 
from zero. 

As the figure shows, the magnetic state is favored by weakness of the 
coupling of the impurity level to the conduction band states, and by 
having the Fermi level about midway between Ej and Ej + U. 

Anderson argued that these characteristics would be valid over quite a 
range of hosts and impurities, and he and others made calculations for 
slightly more general models, especially the extension to impurities 
with unfilled shells that would accommodate several electrons with 
parallel spin. 

Now let' s turn from this small excursion into theory and take a look at 
some puzzling experimental facts having to do with magnetic 
impurities in metals. 

One group of such facts now has the name "Kondo effect," though its 
history as an unexplained puzzle antedates the name. 

My own recollections go back to the spring of 1953, when the organizers 
of one of the annual Gordon Research Conferences on the chemistry 
and physics of metals, asked me to write to the Leiden theorist 
Korringa, to invite him to be a speaker. 
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He accepted with pleasure, and sent me a summary of a paper he and his 
experimental colleague Gerritsen had prepared on the low
temperature behavior of the resistivity of nonmagnetic metals 
containing magnetic impurities. 

As I show here, metals with nonmagnetic impurities had long been known 
to display resistivities that decreased rapidly below room temperature 
as the number of phonons available for scattering electrons decreased, 
and finally to level off at a temperature-independent value when 
phonon scattering became negligible compared with impurity 
scattering, the ones with magnetic impurities displayed a resistivity 
minimum below which the resistivity increased slowly but steadily 
with further decrease of temperature. 

tlta:t 
They offered a theoretical explanation" I found hard to follow, but the 

phenomena stuck in my mind as something needing explanation. 

Some years later, an even more astounding property of magnetic impurity 
atoms in noble metals was receiving major attention, thanks to 
accurate measurements of thermoelectric power at very low 
temperatures where phonon scattering of electrons has become 
negligible .. 

It was well known from the pre-war Bloch-band theory that Q should be of 
the order of k/e times the fractional change in the scattering cross 
section in an energy range of the order of kT at the Fermi surface. 

With the usual perturbational calculation of electron scattering of electrons 
by impurities, this fractional change is of order kTIEF, giving Q 
proportional to T, as shown here. 

Observations agreed with this for metals without magnetic impurities .. 

But when the dominant impurities are magnetic atoms, values 100 or even 
1,000 times larger are observed. 

This would seem to imply a very rapid vanatlOn of the scattering 
probability at the Fermi energy, but what could produce it? 
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A major clue appeared in 1964. 

I was at Bell Laboratories, where one of my duties was organIzIng 
programs for the Journal Club, a set of periodic meetings for all 
interested physicists, at each of which several very brief talks were 
given by various participants to make the listeners aware of especially 
novel or exciting developments in the current literature of various 
fields of physics. 

One day Myriam Sarachick, who was visiting us that year from City 
College in New York, came to me with a preprint she had just 
received from Japan. 

It was a short paper by Jun Kondo, whose name was not yet familiar to me, 
in which he generalized the usual calculation by first-order 
perturbation theory of the scattering probability of conduction 
electrons by magnetic impurities by calculating the second-order 
perturbation term. 

Myriam suggested that a Journal Club talk on the paper by one of the 
theorists might be interesting because Kondo's calculation gave an 
increasing scattering at low temperatures and thus a rise in resistance, 
yet had some contradictory features. 

After a quick look at the paper, I agreed, and the talk was scheduled. 

Soon afterward several of the theorists became quite interested in carrying 
the work further, as indeed did others allover the world. 

At this point you might logically expect me to explain a little about 
Kondo's calculation and the burst of literature that followed it. 

Although some of this material is interesting, it would not be logically 
satisfying until I could relate it to the use of renormalization-group 
concepts, a subject I'll discuss in Lecture XIII, the last one of this 
series. 

So I'll return to the physics of the Kondo effect at that time and carry it to 
1974 and 75, when Ken Wilson, who had developed the 
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renormalization group formalism to elucidate phase transitIOns, 
applied similar methods to the quantum-mechanical Kondo problem at 
T=O and showed how one could obtain an arbitrarily accurate 
numerical solution of it. 

But for now, tUid as much about magnetism as there's time for today, so .. 
I'll stop, with apologies for skimping on a number of sub-areas, 
especially domain structure, micro-magnetics, and magnetic thin 
films. 
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I found ~tmi-Ritt€ffl hard to follow, but the phenomena stuck 
in my mind as something needing explanation. 

Some years later, an even more astounding property of magnetic impurity 
atoms in noble metals was receiving major attention, thanks to 
accurate measurements of therm#o e lectric powe~ at very low 
temperature~ """eve ""01'10"" 1cli<ttUil1 .~ t>/ I,/Mi:,,_':. "("s. "e~ ........ e. ... ,/"IJ,4.. 
~ ( Y""'" 1AlI I', .. -wp-r ~J6~1t - },a"., ",,!,~r~ -tA.40.-t cy 

7 1t Whon 5 1 it was well known/lthat flllF ~lIe)3 WRGSe Ws:otl';'lty J1!~S 
~ 8smiii6te8 13y SQitwipg frQ~ Rep wagsc+io ;"'flls"tjrS. should be of 

the order of k/e times the fractional change in the scattering cross 
section in an energy range of the order of kT at the Fernli surface. 

-::::t "v' ·c Hf-t:"}'.e ,,+1.0 , ) f. -I tt",,94t ioH.l c ~), .. J""t- I"" of -*/ufy-t.", 5"C"tt .... yl"~ of d«a::'.~~1 
l""rl#.,rt7~ 'f1,,/ ~ f.,..."".'" ...... r C. h.t"'f-< .~ ~ 1>;,,1.., k T/ EF , J l vi"f "9 f7""''''r;--I. 7"~ 

ObservatIOns agreeJwlth thl Sr...l~ V"'I4tli l$ W; ,,~ '" t ~, .. ('~. ~""r"';/;u-' ::>h_ ~n"". 

But when the dominant impurities are magnetic atoms , values 100 or even 
1,000 times larger are observed. 

This would seem to imply a very rapid varIatIOn of the scattering 
probability at the Fermi energy, but what could produce it? 

At one point Overhauser suggested that if the band structures of the noble 
metals had weak spin-density wave instabilities, the resulting 
antiferromagnetic structure could couple to the spins of the impurities 
and ultimately cause a very energy-dependent scattering. 

-- _.-- - -
Unfortunately, other evidence seemed to completely refute the idea of a 

spin-density wave instabilit for these metals . 

I was at Bell Laboratories, where one of my duties was orgal1lZlng 
programs for the Journal Club, a set of periodic meetings for all 
interested physicist~ (}II tlte 3t~ at each of which several very brief 
talks were given by various participants to make the listeners aware of 
especially novel or exciting developments in the current literature of 
various fields of physics. 

One of our staff members that year was Myriam Sarachick, on leave or 
absence from City College in New York. I ~ 
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One of these is the Mossbauer effect which can be used to study magnetic 
fiel~1~1~6~~lMl~~1"t(fltolids. 

1\ 

As you may know, this effect, discovered by Rudolf Mossbauer of the 
Technische Hochschule in Munich in the late 1950's, has- ffi . h 

~ 
he qu c 0 e 

A t the 
V£llif '\ 0 n 0 he a rna nt 

o,£c. w,ar..(. ic.mr)'fl( iIt)f ?yf. "IJS<o(. 
Specifically, suppose we have wo atoms 0 t e same species, both capabl~ 

of unconstrained motion , separated from each other, one with a 
ground-state nucleus and the other with an excited nucleus and both 
initially at rest in the laboratory system. 

Then a gamma quantum emitted by the excited one in falling to its ground 
state cannot (if its line width is sharp) be absorbed by the other 
nucleus, since the frequency of the gamma quantum will be too low 
by an amount equal to the recoil energy of the emitter. 

Mossbauer's realization was that when a gamma-emitting nucleus is bound 
in a crystal with many other atoms, its recoil momentum gets 
distributed among all the atoms, producing not only phonon 
excitations but also , with a finite probability , a very slow, rig id 
translation of the whole crystal. 

Though the "finite probability" of this last alternative may seem a little 
surprising, it actually involves the same physics as a phenomenon that 
had been well know to workers in X-ray diffraction for many decades, 
namely, the fact that when X-rays are diffracted from a crystal, a finite 
fraction of the events (often a very large fraction) occur with no 
change of wavelength, though there is some line broadening due to 
excitation or absorption of phonons. 

The unshifted fraction is s imply the well-known Debye-Waller factor, 
~ equal to the exponential of minus tt1e:gquare of the change in phase of 

the gamma quantum produced by the displacement of the emitting 
nucleus from its mean position. 
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Let me pass rather now to some other types of resonance phenomena, 
which proliferated in the post-war years, largely again because of the 
development of high-frequency techniques during the war. 

One phenomenon, observable at relatively low frequencies, was of course 
nuclear magnetic resonance, discovered independently by Purcell, 
Torrey, and Pound, at Harvard, and by Bloch, Hansen, and Packard, at 

r .. \I X Stanford, in 1946. 

~S~ ~:=~ ______ ~~ __ --~--~---=~~----~~ 
At that time I was at BelJ Laboratories, and so was Charlie Townes, and w 

became acquainted before he moved the next year to Columbia 
University. 

A few years later, I ran into him while we were attending a Physical 
Society meeting in New York. 

He stopped me and told me excited ly about an intriguing discovery that 
had been made by Walter Knight, a graduate student with whom he 
was now working at Brookhaven. 

Knight had found that the resonant frequencies of a number of nuclei of 
metallic elements in a magnetic field were always slightly but 
consistently greater than the frequencies of the same elements 111 a 
nonmetallic compound. 

Although no explanation had yet been published, Charlie went on to say 
that what was probably happening was that the paramagnetic 
polarization of the conduction electrons by the magnetic fie ld was 
increasing the local field at the position of the nucleus. 

It would be nice, he said, if this explanation could be at least roughly 
verified quantitatively, in a way that would explain the differences 
between one metal and another in the magnitude of the effect, and he 
asked me if I would be interested in applying existing knowledge of 
band-structure wave functions to the necessary calculations. 

I accepted his invitation, and we published a joint paper in 1950, which 
achieved rough but reasonable agreement with experiment for a 
number of non-transition metals by expressing the expected frequency 
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Shili~'oduct of the spin susceptibility by the fraction of this due 
the s wave portion of the wave functions at the Fermi surface an 
magnitude of this s wave portion at the position of the nucleus. 

Subsequent workers have made Knight-shift measurements on many 
metals and alloys, and have used these to gain information on band 
wave functions in these materials. 

w ... Ll -t:h.ls ,< "-J,. .. ~,, a. ll r .t.s.vIl-bv>7-e<=<> $"7 "",, D~t }1M1/. ' ''' ""'1"'.'"<' "",,,,,,,,,"als, In<t ~",-lPavi"'l 
t n.-a. (J el"t eyill It.v~ of V".e.'4~.I-1 ce .s . . . 

New) should mention one Tinal type of magnetic resonance, which IS a 
little less commonly measured, but which has an intriguing nature, 
namely, antiferromagnetic resonance. 

Some preliminary efforts to observe such a resonance had been 
unsuccessful, and in 1951 , Kittel publi shed a brief semi-classical 
theory that showed that these efforts had been simply conducted at too 
Iowa frequency. 

Keffer and Kittel soon published more detailed theoretical analysis , and in 
the succeeding years experimentalists renewed their efforts, though at 
first without being able to reproduce conditions necessary for a good 
test of the theory. 

Finally , in 1956, Johnson and Nethercot, at Columbia University made 
accurate measurements of antiferromagnetic resonance on a single 

--'-' crystal of MnF2' a material foi which measurements could be made 
over a range of temperatures below the Neel temperature and for 
which auxiliary measurements could easily be made. 

The results were in excellent agreement with the theory as regards 
temperature variation, crystal symmetry, anisotropy constant, and g 
factor, though there was a modest unexplained discrepancy with 
neutron-scattering measurements of the sublattice magnetization. 

Now I have to say something about the blue boxes on this transparency. 

These have to do with a couple of phenomena that don't exactly belong to 
the field of magnetism, if that is interpreted to mean macroscopic 
magnetic phenomena, but th~) do involve magnetic effects that take 
place on an atomic scale, usually in connection with impurity atoms. 



The importance of the Mossbauer effect for magne Ism les in the fact that 
the low frequency gamma lines for which it is easily .observed are 
typically very sharp, so that the small shifts in their frequencies due to 
crystalline magnetic and electric fields at nuclear positions can be 
accurately measured. 

These small shifts are easily measured by introducing a relative motion of 
the order of mrn/sec between source and absorber, and adjusting the 

associated Doppler shift to achieve mutual reson_a-n-ce-.--------~-

V.,'eH, flO Ii lot"Pll!! \;l!Ifli ttl !jIG ethel tld8.eSJt@!'i. 

-el> fie o-J:..,Jlr' b'L(~ PI?~>1 "" Io id, 
~ aM concern effects that are observed in metals containing magnetic 

"-
impurities, that is, impurity atoms or ions that seem to have a finite 
spin and magnetic moment that can be oriented independently of the 
conduction electrons of the host. 

A natural first question to ask is: "When is this possible, and what is the 
relation of the atomic moment to the many-body wave function of the 
metal as a whole? 

If the spin and magnetic moment arise from an unfilled shell of electrons, W;"f~ o.b .. { ~ls,., 
like~lti&1 shells of rare-earth metals,wll'8s8 urbitals aFe 8frsttSR ~R'laH-
ra4 l'I I l' ll"d R th .~~ . f h 1 .<:1 J-zj"f,,< . !I~ t at t"\l!y Ie we InSI e t C II"Clma 0 t e va encea::lecrrons, It 
is quite plausible to assume that they are not much affected by the 
conduction-band electrons and so can be treated independently. 

But if an impurity is a transition metal with an unfilled d shell, the situation 
is very different, since these d electrons often take part in valence 
bonding, and in transition-metal crystals they playa major role in the 
conduction bands. 

The problem is to devise a theory with enough simplifications to allow 
calculations to be carried out, yet sufficient realism to give useful 
physical insights. 

Among efforts to do this, an early model by Phil Anderson in 1961 has 
been the one most used by other workers since. 
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While I don't have time to go into the details of his argument, I hope I can 
give you an idea of the physics involved by stating the assumptions he 
made to describe a crude but simple model, and then to state some 
properties that he deduced for this model and argued should be very 
similar to properties for many real alloys. 

In the simplest version of his model, he considered a system consisting 
only of a single impurity atom in an otherwise perfect crystal, the 
atom having a single valence orbital of a diameter overlapping 
moderately with those of the conduction electrons of the host. 

-~I .. ~ ~i/. 
411~ COYlt >-i~kt~ a." """it .. , .l.nlTllf Gi if> /1.. i..tal ~ "~Y' '_ i~ 
c:::;,:.=--:.::,...~:.....:..,-.,-;-;-~ - --- ~ 

OccupatIOn 0 this orbital by a single electron would, he assum;;,d, give the 
---'::> impurity atom a total charge of +e and a s in of one 0..) '=' ' 

~ which could point either up Ot' Cl o-w7 ~upation by two electron~{ta;-t h~", 
--=::; would give a charge of zero and a spin of zero, q.",d , ,,,,,,tfib.& "" -tMYI7 2.£:rii'./'" 

_ Wr..ef.l 7J. "*'o(. i",fe-vuill"" ~YI<y!; ~f t-I., t>vo ... 1< <.r,on<, 
~ c.h.Q.../''t.:.c::.$l-1S''''~''18 trf.J.fli''irU) nS. -ba'tw4lot}'l ..,.11< ld~d.)I)tU o .... bt't" .. 1 4."'4 f1,~ CDI1Jlo'UUdH.~ 
~ The HalTI1ltonran. for the entire system.J:ls:~assumed to",OOftStBt s.f four 
~ . ~ .... ~' '''@~"i!", ,,l 
~ vVRI:S~Ve \VntteR her8-r- f..dYo.w.-ret:-eo) 114.e de VJ >t,t or ~-ttrt~~ iw ftt< 

F«~"", $t..A, "-"'4 -flo. 11:, ... t!n'Y5 iu (',.-tp) J VI ."J '\1: . ' 

I1.d st ..... t:es WR)4t.4/Sk~ " 
£, "<'<W" b't 

4<;t",,'1 <If ..... 
~J"I"~I ..... <Mx 
elk _h t- "f "' ••• I 

The first term, HOh, is the Bloch-band of electrons in t e conduction bilJ1 
of the host, which is a summation over all such states, each labeled by 
its wave vector k, and its up or down spin, times the occupation 
number n of that state. 

The second term is a similar term for electrons in the orbital of the 
impurity atom, but not including the interaction energy of two 
electrons in the orbital when [ 1 occurs. 

This interaction is listed separately as the third term here, an electrostatic 
energy U times the product of the occupation numbers of the orbital 
with up and down spinl 

Finally, there is an interaction between the Bloch states and the impurity-
atom states, represented by operators that correspond to hopping from 
one state to the other and written as the product of a creation operator 
for the one times an annihilation operator for the other, with a 
numerical coefficient Vik that may in fact depend on k, though this 
dependence does not much effect the qualitative conclusions. 

......:"..,Jt .. J .. V 
i:I~f:'w.r""" t:/ IJ 

4 e1, ~lY'St 
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Now let's take a look at the parameters in this Hamiltonian to see how 
many degrees of freedom we really have to worry about. 

If we really wanted to make an accurate calculation for this model, of 
course, we would have to specify a huge number of parameters to 
describe the details of the post band structure that is, of the 
dependence of the Ek on k. 

Since both the first and last terms involve summations on k, one needs in 
this case some sort of weighted average of the density of states over a 
range within at most a few electron volts of the Fermi energy, and it 
may not be too bad an approximation to use the same average in both 
terms. 

And I've already said to a rough approximation that to fair approximation 
we can use an average value for V also. 

Finally, it's obvious that the answer will depend only on the ratios of the 
various energies, so to get a rough answer of the sorts of things that 
can happen we need only to consider the ratios of the three energies I 
have written here, namely , the distance of the impurity energy from 
the Fermi energy, the interaction energy U, and an average value of 
the magnitude of V. 

What one would now like to do would be to calculate a reasonable 
approximation to the ground state wave function of the model for 
various values of the ratios of these parameters and to try to infer from 
this wave function whether and over what temperature range the 
magnetic susceptibility of the system would contain a Curie-like term. 

Anderson elected to determine the approximate wave function by solving 
the Hartree-Fock equations for the system. 

For some values of the ratios of parameters the Hartree-Fock ground state 
turned out to be nondegenerate, with equal probability amplitudes for 
the impurity orbital to be filled with a down-spin electron or an up
spin electron. 
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MAGNETISM: EARLY (PRE-MOLECULAR) 
DISCOVERIES 

Antiquity (Many Magnetite attracting iron and 
interpretations magnetizing it. 
mixed with magic 
and fairy tales.) The compass 

Gilbert, 1600 First really critical survey. 

Coulomb, 1785 Inverse square law. 

Oersted,1819 Electric current .. magnetic field. 

Faraday, 
1831-2 

Faraday, 
1845 

? • 

Changing mag. field" electric field. 

Paramag. & diamag. X's of many 
solids, liqs. & gases. 

Hysteresis of ferromags . 



EARLY IDEAS ON MOLECULAR MAGNETS 

Expt. AS BUILDING BLOCKS Theory 

M?lecules as • I Weber 1852 1 
onentable magnets ,-

Model of many pivoted 
.. magnetic needles in a plane: 

I Ewing 1890 1----i-.. ~1 domains 
~----~~~~~~ 

... Details of T - H dependence I Curie 1895 1 _ r of X;'s of many substances, 
some showing X;ex1/T 

Stat mech. of mol. 
magnets in a field. ~-"- I Langevin 1905 1 
saturation, magnetocal. 
effect 

-

Barnett 1915 

Einstein & 
deHaas 1918 

Common 
ferro magnets 
have gyromag. 
ratio g;:::::2 

B Cabrera 1920's 
~ 

"Molecular field" ex 
Local M+ Mtl T 
Domains 

I Weiss 1907 1 

/ 
Weiss 1911 

I Weiss magneton idea 1 
-:===~===. ==~ I Bohr 1911 I 

Electrons obeYIng ..-
classical stat. mech. 
never give IMI>O 

I Van Leeuwen 1919 1 

.. Accurate suscept. _ .. 
ofRE salts 



MAGNETISM: EARLY POST-QUANTUM YEARS 

Expt. 

1920 Sat. ofM(H) for Gd2(S04h8H20 
at 1.3K fits Brillouin curve, 

Theory 

1920 

/1 Debye? I not Langevin. 

Woltjer & 
Kam.Onnes 
1923 

B. Cabrera 
& Duperier, 
1929 

1930 

Bitter, 
1931 

Sixtus & 
Tonks, 1931 

1940 

~ 

~ 

Sat. of M~ curve of ~ Hund, 
1924 atom assem ly with 

quantiz. of m. 
..... 
~ 

Brillouin, 
1927 

~ 

Ferromafu from 
H-L couf: ·ng of 
adjacen atoms 

Possible ferromag. 
Of conduction els. 

X.<T) for Sm & Eu salts is -

anomalous due to low 
excited atomic levels. 

... Heisenberg, 
1""'£ 1928 

Bloch, 1929 

VanVleck & 

r Frank, 1929 

1930 

I Spin waves. 1-+-1 Bloch, 1930 I 
Domain wall theory. 

Powder patterns 
ofdomams 

I Book. I ~- VanVleck, 
1932 

Landau-Lifshitz ........... Dynamics of equation domain motion Landau & 
Lifshitz, 

Domains due to conflict 1935 
of mag. & exch. energies. ... 

~ .----- VanVleck, 

Ma . anisotro due to 
1937 

. g b·· py . 
......,;sp;..l_n_-o_r_ lt_l_nt_e_r_ac_t_lO_n_ ...... ~1 Brooks, 1940 I 

1940 



MAGNETISM: SUPERLATTICE PERIODICITIES 

Expt. 
Possibility of antiferromag: 
sp. heat, anisot., switching 
field 

Theory 

Bizette, Sguire 
& Tsai, 1938 "-:.. 

1 Neel, 1936 1 

/1 Bitter, 1938 

r"""""'-___ ---.., 
Coined name 
"antiferromag
netic" 

Sp. Heat anomaly at 
Tn shows MnO is 

1940 antiferromag. 1940 

1 Ferrimagnetism I.. 1 Neel, 1948 1 
1950 Antiferromag. 1950 

... 1 Slater, 1951 Bands in me als ..... 

Disp'ersion of ... Anderson, 
antiferromagnons ~ . 1952 

Corliss- -
SDWofCr Hastings, f-+ is incomm. Spin-density • Overhauser, 

& Weiss, 1959 waves ~ 1959 

I 

1960 
SDW of Cr calc. from 
band str fits expt. +- Lomer, 

1962 1960 

Many workers in 
various labs, 1950's & 
60's esp-. neutron group 
at Oak Ridge. 

i.-___ ..... 

Diverse spin structures 
in R. E. metals (spirals, 
canting, etc.) 
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MAGNETISM: IDGH FREQUENCY RESONANCES; 

Expt. 
NEW LOCAL ATOMIC EFFECTS Theory 

Griffiths, .. Microwave feromag. Effective field ....oL Kittel, 
1946 - .. resonance ForFMR ....-

1947,1948 

1950 1950 

Poulis & NMRofH 
Hardeman 1952 ~ in CuCl2 • 2H 2O 

Antiferromag. 
+- Kittel, 

resonance 1951 

Korringa & 
~ 

Resistance minimum due .=~ 

Gerritsen, 1953 to mag. impurities 
~ 

Johnson & ... Antiferromag . 
Nethercot, 1956 

... 
resonance in MnF 2 

Mossbauer, - ~ Mossbauer 
1958-59 

-= ... effect 

Jaccarino, - NMR of 59 Co in • 1959 AF COF2 

Gossard & ... NMR of 59 Co in 
Portis, 1959 .... Ferromag.fcc Co 

1960 1960 

1970 

"Magnetic" vs. "nonmagnetic," -I 1 - Anderson, 1961 
inpurities in metals . . 

2nd order pert. for scatt. of el. 
by mag imps. explains res. min. I"~---I Kondo, 1964 1 
(But diverges) 

Renorm gr. approach gives 
Kondo effect to all orders 

= 
1970 

1 Wilson, 1974-75 1 
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LANDAU-LIFSHITZ EQUATION 

PURPOSE: 

To describe the time evolution of the magnetization vector 
M (r,t) in a ferromagnetic medium of uniform 
composition and temperature when acted upon by a 
known magnetic field H(r, t). 

ASSUMPTIONS: 
All space and time variations are gradual on an atomic 

scale. 
Exchange interactions are isotropic. 

EQUATION AND PHYSICAL EFFECTS IT DESCRIBES: 

dM dM 
-=yMx H+Han+2AV2M)-CMx-

dt t \ ,.....t_dt_--.. 

True 
mag
netic 
field 

Fictitious 
magnetic 
field 
describing 
anisotropy 

magnetic moment y = ---=-------
angular momentum 

Effective 
field due to 
spatial 
variation of 
exchange 

Instrinsic 
damping 
due to 
"friction" in 
processes 
changing M 

For a given quantity of the 
ferromagnetic in 
equilibrium 

Omitted: effects of eddy current 
heating in a metal. 



MAGNETIC MOMENTS OF ISOLATED 
RARE-EARTH ATOMS 

1. Thermal population of Zeeman-split sublevels 

of H=O ground state. 

-===~. Brillouin function B( gJ t-tBH / kT) 

2. Similar contributions from any appreciably 
populated excited states (other J values). 

3. Alteration of the moments of the participating 
sublevels when they are coupled by JJ' matrix 
elements of the magntic field perturbation. 

("Van Vleck paramagnetism") 



" 

MACROSCOPIC SPIN WAVES 

View looking a little down, from side I) 

Cf • 

• : sites on line II q. ~ : M at these sites . 

View from above J 
Reason for precession: 

Any given atomic 
M feels an exchange 
field directed along 
the average x of the 
neighbor i\f's M 

Spin angular momentum J = _( M ) Ii 
dJ g~B 
-= torque = T 
dt 

Thus all M's rotate in time counterclockwise 
around cones bounded by the purple circles 

Landau-Lifshitz equations (1935) generalize theory 
to arbitrary large (but gradual) inhomogeneities. 



IV u 

WHY DOMAINS IN FERROMAGNETS? 

Ferromagnetic body in a 
uniformly magnetized state: 

(Minimizes exchange 
energy) 

Same body in state with 
vertical, rod-like domains: 
Magnetization vector M 

in green 
Magnetic field H 

in red 
Cost: wall energy 

r l r l r l 

Alternative domain structures ~~-:::--,r-~~~~~~..,.. 
with vertical and 
horizontal domains: 

Cost: anisotropy energy, 
if any, 
wall energy 

rl r l r l r 



FERRIMAGNETISM 

OCCURS SOMETIMES IN CRYSTALS THAT: 

Have magnetic atoms at two kinds of sites, 
"A sites" and "B sites," where 

.. { A atoms are B atoms 
all nearest magnetIc neIghbors of B A 

atoms are atoms 

Have exchange couplings between nearest neighbors that 
favor antiparallel spins, and are strong enough to 
dominate over other couplings 

DIFFERENT TYPES OF SUCH CRYSTALS: 
(I) Suppose: 

Densities (number per unit volume) of A and B 
sites are equal. 

A atoms and B atoms have same rna netic moment 
Then crystal is an ANTIFERROMAGNET 

(II) Suppose: 
Densities of A and B sites are equal. 
Average magnetic moments of A and B atoms are 

different. 
Then crystal is al FERRIMAGNET 1 

(III) Suppose: 
Densities of A and B sites are unequal. 
Then crystal is in general a 1 FERRIMAGNET 1 

OCCURRENCE OBSERVED: 

Many non-metallic compounds with magnetic 
atoms are FERRIMAGNETIC, especially 
oxides and mixed oxides of iron-group metals 



EFFECTIVE FIELD IN 
FERROMAGNETIC RESONANCE 

DEPENDENT ON GEOMETRY! 

For a spherical sample (without anisotropy) 

dM 
-=yMxHapp , w=yHapp 
dt 

For other shapes 

dM = yM x [Happ + Hself (M)] 
dt 

For a thin fIlm, e.g., 
in equilibrium 

driven to resonance 
side view • 

'::;:;:::;~. Happ 
~~~.M 

Views along Happ 

/' .. ~ -----

Hself = -41tMy ro = Y ~Happ (Happ + 41tM) 



IMPURITY IN A METAL: 
ANDERSON'S CRITERION FOR LOCAL SPIN 

ASSUMPTIONS FOR MODEL OF SIMPLEST CASE: 

Metal with structureless conduction band with state density p(E) 
energy EF • 

Single impurity atom with 3 possible states of outer s shell: 

zero electrons 
energy 0 
spin 0 

1 electron 
energy Ej 

spin 1 

2 electrons 
energy2e j + U 
spin 0 

Possible hopping of an electron between a conduction-band 
state and the impurity-atom s shell, with matrix 
element v. 

APPROXIMATION TO CALCULATE GROUND STATE: 

Solve Schrodinger equation in Hartree-Fock approximation. 

RESULTS: 

1.0 

0.5 

Depending on ratios of parameters, ground state 
may be either 

Nondegenerate, with <nit> = <ni~> 
(Nonmagnetic) 

or Twofold degenerate, with one state 
<n·t> = n .> <no I> = n ., and other state 

I maJ '+ mill 
<n·t> = n . < <n· l > = n . , nlln 1+ maJ 

(Magnetic) 

Model can be somewhat generalized re 
impurities with higher spin. 

1t1l./U = _1t2--,--\V_2,--)(p_(E_») 
U 
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MAGNETISM: EARLY (PRE-MOLECULAR) 
DISCOVERIES 

Antiquity (Many Magnetite attracting iron and 
interpretations magnetizing it. 
mixed with magic 
and fairy tales.) The compass 

Gilbert, 1600 First really critical survey. 

Coulomb, 1785 Inverse square law. 

Oersted, 1819 Electric current .. magnetic field. 

Faraday, 
1831-2 

Faraday, 
1845 

? 
• 

Changing mag. field" electric field. 

Paramag. & diamag. X's of many 
solids, liqs. & gases. 

Hysteresis of ferromags . 



EARL Y IDEAS ON MOLECULAR MAGNETS 

Expt. AS BUILDING BLOCKS Theory 

Molecules as ...... 1--_ 1 Weber 1852 1 
orientable magnets - -

Model of many pivoted 
magnetic needles in a plane: 

1 Ewing 1890 l----oj.·· domains 
~---------------------

... Details of T - H dependence 
1 Curie 1895 1---1 .... of :x;'s of many substances, 

some showing :x;oc1/T 

Stat mech. of mol. 
magnets in a field. 
saturation, magnetocal. 
effect 

I Langevin 1905 1 

I Weiss 1-967 1 
Barnett 1915 

Einstein & 
deHaas 1918 

Common 
ferromagnets 
have gyro mag. 
ratio g;:::2 

B Cabrera 1920's 

/ "Molecular field" ex: 

Local~+MlLT 
Domams Weiss 1911 

I Weiss magneton idea I 
. ...1 Bohr 1911 1 

Electrons obeYIng • 
classical stat. mech. 
never give /M/>O " 

I Van Leeuwen 1919 1 

... Accurate suscept. .. 
ofRE salts 



MAGNETISM: EARLY POST-QUANTUM YEARS 

E t xp . Th eory 

19/ 
Sat. ofM(H) for Gd 2(S04h8H2O 

1920 at 1.3K fits Brillouin curve, 
not Langevin. /1 Debye? I 

Woltjer & 
Kam.Onnes 
1923 

B. Cabrera 
& Duperier, 
1929 

1930 

Bitter, 
1931 

Sixtus & 
Tonks, 1931 

1940 

Sat. of M(H~ curve of - Hund, 14" 
atom assem ly with 1924 
quantiz. of m. . . 

Ferromafi' from 
H-L couf: ing of Heisenberg, 
adjacen atoms 

.... 1928 

'... I Brilloum, I 
.~ 1927 

Possible ferro mag. 
Of conduction els. 

~ Bloch, 1929 

VanVleck & 
X(T) for Sm & Eu salts is Frank, 1929 

I----I.~I anomalous due to low 
excited atomic levels. 

1930 

I Spin waves. I.-I Bloch, 1930 I 
Domain wall theory. 

I Book. I .. Powder patterns VanVleck, • ofdomams 1932 

Dynamics of Landau-Lifshitz ~ 
~ domain motion equation 

Landau & 
Lifshitz, 

Domains due to conflict 1935 
of mag. & exch. energies. 

I"""" .---- VanVleck, 
1937 

Mag. anisotropy due to 
. - .. tion L..sp:.,l_n_o_r_b_l_t _m_t_er_a_c ___ "'~1 Brooks, 1940 I 

1940 



MAGNETISM: HIGH FREQUENCY RESONANCES; 

Expt. NEW LOCAL ATOMIC EFFECTS 
Theory 

Griffiths, .. Microwave feromag. 
1946 .. resonance 

Effective field .... Kittel, 
For FMR 1947,1948 

1950 1950 

Poulis & NMRofH 
Hardeman 1952 r- in CuClz e2HzC Antiferromag. Kittel, ... resonance 1951 

Korringa & .. 
Resistance minimum due ... 

Gerritsen, 1953 to mag. impurities 

Johnson & ... Antiferromag. 
Nethercot, 1956 

... 
resonance in MnFz 

I Mossbauer, 
1958-59 

I Jaccarino, 
1959 

Gossard & 
Portis, 1959 

1960 

1970 

I • Mossbauer 
effect 

I • NMRof S9 Co in 
AF CoFz 

.. NMR of S9 CO in .. Ferromag.fcc Co 

1960 
"Magnetic" vs. "nonmagnetic," .... 1 Anderson, 1961 1 
inpurities in metals . 

2nd order pert. for scatt. of el. 
by mag imps. explains res. min. 
(But diverges) 

Renorm gr. approach gives 
Kondo effect to all orders 

.... ,.1---1 Kondo, 1964 1 

1970 

14---1 Wilson, 1974-75 1 
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LANDAU-LIFSHITZ EQUATION 

PURPOSE: 

To describe the time evolution of the magnetization vector 
M (r,t) in a ferromagnetic medium of uniform 
composition and temperature when acted upon by a 
known magnetic field H(r, t). 

ASSUMPTIONS: 
All space and time variations are gradual on an atomic 

scale. 
Exchange interactions are isotropic. 

EQUATION AND PHYSICAL EFFECTS IT DESCRIBES: 

dM dM 
-=yMx H+Han +2AV2M)-CMx-
dt t \ ,.....t_dt ___ 

True 
mag
netic 
field 

Fictitious 
magnetic 
field 
describing 
anisotropy 

magnetic moment y = - --=--------
angular momentum 

Effective 
field due to 
spatial 
variation of 
exchange 

Instrinsic 
damping 
due to 
"friction" in 
processes 
changing M 

For a given quantity of the 
ferromagnetic in 
equilibrium 

Omitted: effects of eddy current 
heating in a metal. 



MAGNETIC MOMENTS OF ISOLATED 
RARE-EARTH ATOMS 

1. Thermal population of Zeeman-split sublevels 

of H=O ground state. 

--~. Brillouin function B(gJJ'BH/kT) 

2. Similar contributions from any appreciably 
populated excited states (other J values). 

3. Alteration of the moments of the participating 
sublevels when they are coupled by JJ' matrix 
elements of the magntic field perturbation. 

(''Van Vleck paramagnetism") 



MACROSCOPIC SPIN WAVES 

View looking a little down, from side 11\ 

Cf 
• 

• : sites on line II q. ~ : M at these sites . 

View from above J 

Reason for precession: 

Any given atomic 
M feels an exchange 
field directed along 
the average x of the 
neighbor M's M M 

Spin angular m omen tum J = -(~)1i 
dJ g~B 
-= torque = T 
dt 

Thus all M's rotate in time counterclockwise 
around cones bounded by the purple circles 

Landau-Lifshitz equations (1935) generalize theory 
to arbitrary large (but gradual) inhomogeneities. 



WHY DOMAINS IN FERROMAGNETS? 

Ferromagnetic body in a 
uniformly magnetized state: 

(Minimizes exchange 
energy) 

Same body in state with 
vertical, rod-like domains: 
Magnetization vector M 

• III green 
Magnetic field H 

in red 
Cost: wall energy 

r l r l r l 

Alternative domain structures ~=--r"""""''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''--''''--'''''''''''''''''-''' 

with vertical and 
horizontal domains: 

Cost: anisotropy energy, 
if any, 
wall energy 



FERRIMAGNETISM 

OCCURS SOMETIMES IN CRYSTALS THAT: 

Have magnetic atoms at two kinds of sites, 
"A sites" and "B sites" where , 

.. { A atoms are B atoms 
all nearest magnetic neIghbors of 

B atoms are A atoms 

Have exchange couplings between nearest neighbors that 
favor antiparallel spins, and are strong enough to 
dominate over other couplings 

DIFFERENT TYPES OF SUCH CRYSTALS: 
(I) Suppose: 

Densities (number per unit volume) of A and B 
sites are equal. 

A atoms and B atoms have same magnetic moment 
Then crystal is an lANTIFERROMAGNET I 

(II) Suppose: 
Densities of A and B sites are equal. 
Average magnetic moments of A and B atoms are 

different. 
Then crystal is al FERRI MAGNET 1 

(III) Suppose: 
Densities of A and B sites are unequal. 
Then crystal is in general a 1 FERRIMAGNET 1 

OCCURRENCE OBSERVED: 

Many non-metallic compounds with magnetic 
atoms are FERRIMAGNETIC, especially 
oxides and mixed oxides of iron-group metals 



EFFECTIVE FIELD IN 
FERROMAGNETIC RESONANCE 

DEPENDENT ON GEOMETRY! 

For a spherical sample (without anisotropy) 

dM -=yMxHapp , w=yHapp 
dt 

For other shapes 

dM = yM x [Happ + Hself (M) ] 
dt 

For a thin film, e.g., 
in equilibrium 

driven to resonance 
side view ~ 

_---+~ H" p p 

---.~ M 

Views along HaJlp 

/ • -----. 

Hself = -4nMy w = Y ~Happ (Happ + 4nM) 



IMPURITY IN A METAL: 
ANDERSON'S CRITERION FOR LOCAL SPIN 

ASSUMPTIONS FOR MODEL OF SIMPLEST CASE: 

Metal with structureless conduction band with state density p(E) 
energy EF . 

Single impurity atom with 3 possible states of outer s shell: 

zero electrons 
energy 0 
spin 0 

1 electron 
energy Ei 
spin 1 

2 electrons 
energy2Ei + U 
spin 0 

Possible hopping of an electron between a conduction-band 
state and the impurity-atom s shell, with matrix 
element v. 

APPROXIMATION TO CALCULATE GROUND STATE: 
Solve Schrodinger equation in Hartree-Fock approximation. 

RESULTS: 

1.0 

0.5 

o 

Depending on ratios of parameters, ground state 
may be either 

Nondegenerate, with <nit> = <n i ~ > 

(Nonmagnetic) 
or Twofold degenerate, with one state 

<n· t> = n .> <no I > = n . , and other state 
, maJ '+ min 

<n· t> = n . < <no I > = n . 
, min '+ maJ 

(Magnetic) 

Model can be somewhat generalized re 
impurities with higher spin. 

o 1.0 

:rtA/ U = _:rt 2---,--\ V_2-'-----)(p_( E_)) 
U 



KONDO EFFECT 
OBSERVED PUZZLES: 

Mag. imp . 
.0 .... 
;> .... .... 
til .... 
til 
~ 

~ 
Mag'n~tic 
imp. 

~onmag. 
---- Imp. 

T 

MECHANISMS? 

Scattering of condo el. by mag. imp. must 
be T -dependent at low T and change a 
lot in energy range -kT near EF • 

These properties cannot be reproduced by 
scattering in any potential field or by 
finite-order approximations to it. 

Spin-exchange scattering, if calculated to 
second order of perturbation theory, 
can give both properties, but diverges 
as T-O. 

A calculation of spin-exchange scattering to 
third order of perturbation theory 
always diverges, at any T. 

Nonmag. 
imp. 

T 



MAGNETISM: SUPERLATTICE PERIODICITIES 

Expt. 
Possibility of antiferromag: 
sp. heat, anisot., switching 
field 

Theory 

Neel, 1936 

Bizette, Sg!lire 
& Tsai, 1938 ~ 

/' Bitter, 1938 

Sp. Heat anomaly at 
Tn shows MnO is 

1940 antiferromag. 

---...... '""""""'-..... Coined name 
"antiferromag
netic" 

1940 

1 Ferrimagnetism I... 1 Neel,1948 1 

1950 
Antiferromag. 1950 
Bands in mefals ... L... ______ ......I ~ . I Slater, 1951 I 
Diseersion of Anderson, 
antlferromagnons ~ 1952 

Corliss- SDWofCr Hastings, r+ is incomm. Spin-density ... Overhauser, 
& Weiss, 1959 waves ~ 1959 

1960 
SDW of Cr calc. from 
band stk fits expt. +- Lomer, 

1962 1960 

Many workers in 
various labs, 1950's & 
60's esp. neutron group 
at Oak Ridge. 

1..-_--...... 
Diverse spin structures 
in R. E. metals (spirals, 
canting, etc.) 
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